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Abstract—Private IaaS clouds offer the benefits of cloud
computing on-site but their efficiency is limited by capacity
constraints during peak times. We present EXFed, an efficient
cross-federation system for IaaS clouds that “ships” jobs between
clouds and provides ahead-of-time certainty about resource
availability despite retaining individual clouds’ ability to preempt
foreign workload after admission. Clouds participating in the
federation remain in control of their local resources at all times
and exclusively use a predictable tier of preemptible instances to
run federated jobs. This predictable tier is enabled through a new
method that provides an SLA on the preemption probability of
groups of instances. The SLA is learned statistically from cloud
utilization and data transfer rates in the recent past. We deploy
EXFed across multiple data centers and evaluate its robustness
under realistic and adverse scenarios with production traces
recorded from industrial ”big data” clouds.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The broad availability of open-source Infrastructure-asa-service (IaaS) cloud frameworks has changed how private Information Technology (IT) infrastructure is built and
managed. Private cloud technologies such as OpenStack [1],
Eucalyptus [2] and CloudStack [3] enable companies and
institutions to deploy IaaS clouds on-site to store data and
provision compute resources on-the-fly for a wide range of
applications such as web services and “big data” analytics.
Similar to public clouds such as Amazon’s AWS [4] and
Google Cloud Platform [5], private IaaS clouds provide access
to their resources under the terms of Service-Level-Agreements
(SLAs) that make service quality “guarantees” to resource
users. Because the cloud abstraction intentionally obscures the
underlying resources from the user (IaaS machines, network,
and storage are “virtual”), users must reason about resources
in a cloud (public or private) using the terms of the SLA.
Private cloud deployments are often used by organizations
with security, regulatory, or cost constraints that make their
public cloud alternatives inappropriate. Because the resource
pool available in a private cloud is often significantly smaller
than in a public cloud, some of the scaling benefits that
characterize cloud computing may be lost – in particular for
big data workloads generated by frameworks such as Apache
Hadoop [6] or Apache Spark [7]. Moreover, this resource
scarcity may be intermittent. Thus private cloud operators
often overprovision their clouds to absorb the “worst case”
aggregate demand for resources. Further, in large organizations
with many operational units, the cloud or clouds may be partitioned so that each suborganization is “in charge” of its own
resources (e.g. for budgeting purposes). This overprovisioning

each cloud or cloud partition exacerbates the problem and leads
to significant capital outlay and low utilization.
One way to address the issue of under-utilization is
workload federation. We take inspiration from past work on
federation and cycle harvesting [8] in computational grids and
build a system that opportunistically “bursts” requests onto
remote idle resources if the local system is out of capacity.
Grids and clouds, however, have different usage models –
grids provide high throughput for queued batch jobs on a
best effort basis, whereas clouds offer immediate response to
user requests with extensive upfront guarantees about service
quality (SLAs). More specifically, the grid’s enforcement of
local policy via job preemption after admission conflicts with
the cloud’s need to make guarantees about resource availability
ahead of time.
In this paper, we present EXFed, an efficient crossfederation system for IaaS clouds that “ships” jobs between
clouds, provides certainty about resource availability ahead
of time, and retains the individual clouds’ ability to preempt federated workload after admission. Specifically, we
investigate how we can enable a “predictable” preemptible
service class of compute instances by providing ahead-oftime availability guarantees, which serves as the basis for
opportunistic workload federation across multiple IaaS clouds.
To make a preemptible service class useful for federation,
EXFed provides a performance SLA to its users that
•

provides a statistical guarantee on the preemption
probability of federated workload, and

•

considers the latency associated with moving both
computation and data of federated instances to and
from the execution site.

Specifically, EXFed provides an upper bound on the preemption ratio (the fraction of preempted instances relative to
accepted instance requests) for federated workload with a userspecified execution time bound (lifetime bound). Consequently
1.0 minus this fraction serves as a probabilistic “guarantee”
that a user’s federated instances will execute for at least the requested lifetime once accepted by the remote cloud. The cloud
will not accept a request (i.e. the request will “fail fast”) if the
minimum lifetime cannot be assured probabilistically. Cloud
administrators can set the target fraction (i.e. the maximum
probability of a preemption) for the preemptible service class
so that users can reason about the use of this service class
based on its SLA.

Our results show that EXFed is able to maintain a probabilistic SLA on the preemption ratio of federated instances
across a broad spectrum of real-world, computationally intensive and big data workloads, even under adverse conditions
and tight capacity constraints. Finally, we show that EXFed
scales with additional capacity and adapts to changes in cloud
configuration and behavior.
II.

M ETHOD

To represent the combination of computing and storage
requirements in a workload, we define a job as a homogeneous
group of instances and an associated data set in the cloud’s
object store (e.g. OpenStack Swift [9]). The goal, then, is to
predict whether each job that is launched in the preemptible
service class will
•

transfer its inputs to the target execution site,

•

execute for a lifetime specified with the job, and

•

transfer any results back to its originating site

before locally generated work at the target site preempts it.
EXFed must ensure that the fraction of incorrect predictions
(i.e. the prediction error) is below a threshold set by the cloud
administrators for the service class.
We define the preemption ratio of federated jobs as P
A,
where A is the number of jobs submitted and admitted to
a remote cloud for federation, and P is the number of jobs
in A that are preempted (terminated) by the remote cloud
before completion. Thus, the quantity 1.0 − P serves as
the “success probability” associated with the execution of
a federated jobs. Note that in contrast to existing systems
implementing preemption [8], [10], our model allows a user to
reason about the how long each instance will execute before it
can be preempted (with a specific probability estimate). Thus,
the user’s trade-off between preemptible and non-preemptible
service tiers is quantifiable ahead-of-time.
To enable ahead-of-time certainty for federated jobs, we
introduce admission control that employs a predictive model
for deciding whether to accept a request for a preemptible job
(a group of instances and data). Admission control is tasked
with accepting or rejecting incoming native and foreign job
requests based on available capacity without queuing. Native
jobs must be accepted as long as (a) sufficient spare capacity
is available or (b) local capacity can be made available by
terminating foreign jobs. Federated jobs are admitted only if
sufficient spare capacity is available (a) to fit the requested job
and (b) to guarantee probabilistically that the remaining spare
capacity is sufficient to absorb future native requests without
triggering preemption.
We assume that each foreign job requires inputs from the
originating cloud’s object store and that outputs from the job
must be returned to the originating cloud. Further, we assume
that there is sufficient storage in the object store of the cloud
accepting a federated job to hold that jobs’ inputs and outputs
temporarily. As a consequence, preemptions are only triggered
due to instance capacity constraints, not storage shortfall.
Key to our approach is that federated job requests come
with a user-specified upper bound on the lifetime for the job’s
execution duration until completion. A cloud only accepts a

federated job (admits a preemptible job) if its upper bound on
lifetime is shorter than the lower bound estimate of the job’s
“time-to-preemption”, subject to a confidence level defined in
the cloud’s SLA. Further, SLAs in our system are defined upon
job submission and are immutable for the lifetime of a job.
A. Estimating Native Load Increase
The intuition behind our admission control mechanism is
that the job preemption probability depends on the current
load level of the cloud as well as predictable changes of the
load level in the near future. For example, when the cloud’s
load is near capacity, new native workload is more likely to
cause a preemption of foreign workload than if the cloud is
relatively under utilized. Notice that it is only the arrival of
new native instances (i.e. a load increase) that can trigger the
termination of preemptible instances – foreign instances will
simply be rejected by admission control if there is insufficient
spare capacity to host them.
When the admission control algorithm considers a new
federated job request, it requires a prediction of the time until
spare capacity is exhausted (and at least one additional native
instance arrives, triggering preemption). We refer to this time
estimate as the “time-to-preemption”.
However, for responsiveness and scalability reasons, rather
than making this estimate on a per-request basis, EXFed
continuously computes the time until there will be a capacity
shortfall for different possible federated job sizes. To do so,
we sample the history of total capacity utilization of native
instances at regular intervals. From each sample, we trace
forward to identify the point at which the aggregate utilization
of non-preemptible instances (native instance starts without
compensating native instance terminations) increases by a
fixed-size step (e.g. one instance slot). We repeat this tracing
procedure for each possible magnitude of load change (two
slots, three slots, and so on) and tabulate the results as a set
of empirical distributions. This database of predictions is constantly updated but queried asynchronously by the admission
control component. When EXFed considers a new request for a
federated job, it computes the time-to-preemption by retrieving
the distribution corresponding to the load increase that is equal
to the current level of available spare capacity (including the
new job) plus one (the hypothetical native instance triggering
preemption) from the table and uses a quantile corresponding
to the SLA from this distribution as the estimate.
B. Admission Control
For every admission decision, the admission control component runs a discrete-event simulation in which there are
two types of events: the termination of a foreign job, and
the increase in occupancy of the cloud by native workload.
It generates a prediction of the available spare capacity over
time taking into account the remaining lifetimes of the current
foreign job set and makes decisions based on whether new
requested foreign job will “fit” within the available capacity.
Note, that in addition to lifetimes, EXFed also estimates
overheads for transmitting data between federating clouds to
determine whether a job can execute in time.
When EXFed considers admitting a new foreign job, it first
computes the number of ”slots” – units of cloud allocation –

that are occupied by the current set of foreign jobs running in
the cloud, and the number of slots that are occupied by native
workload. If there are enough free slots to host the new foreign
job, it then, hypothetically, adds the job to the set of foreign
jobs in the cloud (otherwise the job is rejected).
We next predict a lower bound on the time until the
number of unused slots will be consumed by native work with
a probability of 1.0 minus the SLA preemption probability
(e.g. 0.95 for a preemption probability of 0.05). If the new
foreign job’s duration (i.e. its lifetime plus expected startup
and teardown overheads) is greater than or equal to this bound,
the job is rejected.
Otherwise our system sorts the foreign jobs by their termination times (which were computed from upper bounds when
the jobs were admitted) and “rolls” time forward from one job
completion to the next. Each time a foreign job terminates
the admission control component again predicts the bound
on the time until native workload will exhaust available slot
capacity. If the remaining duration of the new job, at each
of these termination points, is greater than the prediction, the
new job is rejected. If there is no point in time at which the
simulation predicts that native workload will exhaust capacity
(and thereby cause a preemption) between the time the new
foreign job is submitted and the end of its duration, the new
foreign job is admitted.
III.

R ESULTS

Our evaluation attempts to answer three primary questions
about EXFed’s new approach to cloud federation, which provides an ahead-of-time guarantee on the preemption probability of federated jobs executed on preemptible resources:
• Is it feasible to enforce an upper bound SLA on the
preemption ratio of federated jobs with real-world
workloads?
• Does the method scale with additional capacity to a
federation of clouds while maintaining its guarantees?
•

How sensitive is the method to properties of realworld workloads and adverse degrees of resource
contention?

A. Experimental Methodology
To answer the three questions, we emulate various federation settings via faster-than-realtime and smaller-thanproduction replay of workloads recorded from production
clouds, using real-world private clouds equipped with our
federation extensions. We choose this empirical approach over
a simulation approach so that the experiments take into account
the overheads (modeled and unmodeled) of working clouds.
That is, while the workload is a replay of production workloads
(sped up from their original durations), the clouds are real. The
experiments transfer data across a wide area network between
federating clouds, launch and terminate instances, and retrieve
data representing generated results.
We install Eucalyptus 4.1 from repository packages on
CentOS 6.7. Due to the long duration of the experiments we
use several different clusters located at CloudLab [11] APT
Utah, CloudLab Clemson, and UC Santa Barbara with 4-8
physical hosts each.

TABLE I: Production traces. Types are batch (B), batch
pipelined (P), batch seasonal (S), long-running service (L), and
mixed (M).

segment
DS-A 1
DS-A 2
DS-B 1
DS-B 2
DS-C 1
DS-C 2

num
reqs

num
insts

2.3k
1.5k
1.3k
1.5k
1.2k
0.5k

3.0k
2.0k
4.2k
2.4k
2.8k
1.9k

total
data
(TB)
1100
50
80
180
–
–

trace
dur
(wks)
2
2
12
12
30
30

average
inst dur
(hours)
2.2
2.9
2.2
9.3
10.0
45.5

work
type
B,
B,
B,
M
M
B,

S
S
P
L

B. Production Trace Data Sets
Our evaluation uses three groups of anonymized, real-world
traces recorded from production systems, which we obtained
from industry collaborators (Table I). Each represents two
separate sub-traces with jobs recorded from “big data” clusters.
They span multiple months in real time and contain mixed
workloads from multiple cloud users and software frameworks.
For our replay we extract long-running jobs over 1 hour in realtime duration, scale them to fit our test bed, speed up replay
by a factor of 50x, and use separate parts of the traces for
model training and evaluation.
During our development, DS-C was available for testing
and should be considered in-sample (train-train). Part of DSA was available during development as well, although the
evaluation uses a more recent trace segment that was unavailable during our development. DS-B became available only
after we completed the development of our prototype and thus
represents a true out-of-sample test (train-test).
C. Evaluation Metrics
We consider three primary metrics to evaluate EXFed:
the preemption ratio of federated jobs, the rejection ratio of
requests, and the federation ratio of work. Preemption ratio
measures the effectiveness of SLA enforcement:
preemption =

|f ederated jobs preempted|
|f ederated jobs accepted|

This metric captures the fraction of pre-mature terminations of
federated jobs (groups of instances) that have been accepted
by the admission controller and launched in the system.
Rejection ratio measures the efficacy of federation in
accepting incoming user requests:
rejection =

|jobs rejected|
|jobs requested|

A rejected request has been rejected by the local cloud due to
a lack of capacity and by the remote clouds in the federation
due to the inability to guarantee the requested SLA preemption
ratio. We only count jobs that are rejected first as native
requests and subsequently as federated requests once.
The federation ratio represents the overall mutual gain
from federation and measures the amount of work that results

Fig. 1: Federating workloads between two capacity-constrained
clouds without SLA enforcement for 3 production traces for
clouds with different capacities. Federation enables more jobs
at the cost of more preemptions.
from access to remote capacity (completed jobs on remote,
preemptible instances).
f ederation =

work(f ederated jobs completed)
work(jobs completed)

The ratio uses the aggregate time spent by instances of
successfully completed jobs. It divides the aggregate time
of completed federated jobs by the aggregate time of all
completed jobs (including federated jobs). This time includes
the amount of time spent to set up instances, wait for data
transfers, execute the actual computation tasks, and tear down
the instances. Time spent by preempted jobs is not included.
D. Federation Baseline (no SLA)
Figure 1 shows six baseline experiments, replaying our
three production data sets on two different, real cloud configurations of EXFed each – without SLA-enabled admission
control (i.e. without prediction or capacity planning). In these
experiments, admission of federated jobs is based purely on
available spare capacity (i.e., all foreign job requests are
accepted if, at the time of their arrival, there is sufficient
capacity to host them). Each group of columns on the xaxis represents one experiment, executing the sub-traces of
a data set concurrently on two clouds linked via two-way
federation. The category names describe the experimental
setup for each data set, e.g. “DS-A”, and the size of the clouds
in the federation, e.g. “32-32” which indicates that each cloud
employs 32 cores each.
We replay the three production data sets on two different
cloud configurations. The first configuration tightly constrains
the amount of available resources to show the federation’s
behavior under adverse conditions. The second configuration
provides additional capacity as in a an overprovisioned (costinefficient) setting. On the y-axis we plot our three performance metrics: the preemption ratio (red), the rejection ratio of
requests overall (blue), and the ratio of successfully federated
(additional completed) work (green).
The figure shows how the relationship between workload
and capacity impact each metric. The degree to which additional capacity affects EXFed’s baseline federation activity
and the preemption ratio depends on the workload. DS-A

Fig. 2: Federating workloads between two capacity-constrained
clouds with SLA enforcement enabled. Admission control
rejects some jobs to guarantee a 0.05 upper bound on the
preemption ratio.
has a similar federated work ratio in both configurations. As
such, extra capacity is devoted relatively equally to federated
and native jobs. For DS-B, extra capacity hosts more native
workload (the rejection ratio and the federation ratio both
decrease). For DS-C, the added capacity is used primarily to
host federated workload (the rejection ratio decreases but the
federation ratio increases).
E. Federation With SLA Guarantees
Figure 2 shows the results for the same setup on real clouds
as the previous section, but with EXFed’s admission control
actively enforcing the preemption SLA. Our method reduces
the number of jobs admitted in order to meet its preemption
ratio guarantees (using the 0.05 upper bound). The results
show that EXFed maintains a preemption ratio below 0.05
for all experiments indicating that ahead-of-time guarantees
on the preemption ratio of federated instances are possible.
This result holds for differing levels of capacity constraints
across production traces.
Compared to the baseline results (Figure 1), EXFed’s
admission control provides certainty about preemption probability but increases (federation) rejection ratios. The native
work (not shown) is unaffected, but the work performed by
federated instances decreases. That is, our method trades off a
small amount of the total federated work completed to provide
an SLA on preemption ratio for federated jobs. These results
indicate that our method changes the way additional capacity
is used for federation. Because admission decisions depend on
the absolute amount of available spare capacity at the time of
the request, EXFed is less sensitive to workload properties and
achieves higher federation ratios on larger clouds.
We also observe that under SLA constraints, DS-B federates few jobs compared to DS-A and DS-C. The reason for this
is that for both sub-traces (one per cloud in the federation),
DS-A and DS-C contain large numbers of small and shortrunning jobs, with DS-C also containing a few long-running,
service-like requests in sub-trace two. DS-B is different in
that sub-trace one contains primarily short jobs with a large
number of instances per request and sub-trace two contains
many long jobs with a small number of instances per request.
This mismatch in workload characteristics between the two

Fig. 3: DS-B on multiple cloud configurations without SLA
enforcement. The preemption and rejection ratios decrease as
capacity is added to the cloud federation (left to right) while
the federation ratio increases.
clouds in the federation, makes it more challenging to federate
jobs in DS-B compared to DS-A and DS-C.
F. Scaling With Cloud Capacity
We next evaluate EXFed’s ability to scale with added cloud
capacity. Specifically, we keep the workload and number of
clouds within the federation constant and vary the total capacity of a single cloud. When resource constraints are removed
by adding sufficient capacity accommodate all requests at any
given time, SLA enforcement becomes unnecessary and may
effectively reduce utilization by imposing overhead. If our
method scales gracefully with capacity, it will admit additional
federation requests as the total capacity of the participating
clouds increases. Asymptotically, with increased capacity, our
method should complete a similar amount of work as the
no-guarantees baseline – with the added benefit of aheadof-time certainty about preemption probabilities. In particular,
we investigate the capacity scaling behavior of our admission
control for DS-B. This data set is of special interest as DSB represents our out-of-sample test and appears ill-suited for
federation when highly resource constrained.
Figures 3 and 4 show the results of our capacity scaling experiments for DS-B for the baseline and SLA-enabled
admission control, respectively. The categories on the x-axis
again describe the size of the clouds in the federation. The left
figure in each pair shows federation statistics without SLAenforcement, the right with SLA-enforcement enabled with
an upper bound 0.05 preemption ratio of federated instances.
Federation capacity increases from left to right in each graph.
While the size of the cloud running sub-trace 1 is fixed at
16cores, the size of the cloud running sub-trace 2 increases in
steps of 16 cores, for a total federation capacity of 80 cores.
Figure 3 represents the baseline for scaling cloud capacity
with DS-B. The smallest configuration “16-16” results in a
0.27 preemption ratio. As the second cloud in the federation increases in size, the ratios decrease. Concurrently, the
federation ratio increases from 4% to 12%. With a manual
overprovisioning approach to SLA-enforcement we observe an
optimal capacity of cloud 2 to be approximately 48 cores.
Figure 4 shows results of using SLA-enabled admission
control for DS-B. The smallest configuration “16-16” results

Fig. 4: DS-B on multiple cloud configurations with SLA
enforcement enabled. The preemption ratio remains below the
0.05 upper bound while the federation ratio increases with
additional capacity.
in a preemption ratio near 0 because very few jobs can be
federated. As the federation capacity increases, the rejection
ratio decreases while the federation ratio increases. Moreover,
EXFed maintains a preemption ratio below 0.05 for all configurations, remaining in the 0.01 to 0.02 range.
In results omitted for brevity the comparison of scaling
experiments for DS-A, DS-B and DS-C offers an additional
insight into the traces. The results indicate that the strongly
seasonal DS-A has more potential for federation than DS-B,
while DS-C behaves similarly to DS-B with a sharp decline
of federation activity under SLA- and capacity constraints.
These results show that EXFed is able to scale gracefully
with capacity and enables us to quantify the opportunity cost
for automatically enforcing an SLA on the preemption ratio of
federated jobs. Our admission control consistently maintains a
preemption ratio below its 0.05 target and increases the amount
of admitted federated work as capacity is added to the clouds.
The differences in work completed between the baseline and
the SLA-enabled cases are most visible in resource constrained
settings. As capacity is added to the clouds, admission control
accepts additional federated jobs, reaching federation ratios
within 20% of the baseline.
G. Scaling with Federation Size
The utility of cloud federation capabilities should increase
with a larger pool of workload available for consolidation.
We investigate whether EXFed delivers increased efficiency
with federation size by comparing the performance of different
federation setups with four individual clouds. Specifically, we
use four clouds executing fixed workload traces for federation
setups with 4 unconnected clouds, 2 unconnected and two
federated clouds, two separate federations with two clouds
each, and a single federation of all four clouds. If federation
adds value with increasing federation capacity and size of the
user pool, the fully federated setup should perform best while
the unconnected setup should perform worst.
Our experiment is similar to the scaling experiments in
Section III-F above, although we use DS-A to represent our
workload. As cloud configurations, we chose four clouds with
a configuration of “32-56-32-56”, indicating two clouds with
32 cores each and two clouds with 56 cores each. We refer

series to construct probabilistic bounds on the execution time
of jobs, assuming the presence job check-pointing capabilities.
Grozev and Buyya [18] survey a corpus of work in the
“inter-cloud” federation context. Researchers propose many
different architectures using brokers [19] and PaaS layers [20],
[21]. RESERVOIR [22] is a peer-to-peer federation system
between clouds to using job-level granularity, but does not
consider the interaction of SLAs and job preemption.

Fig. 5: Efficiency gains for four clouds (A, B, C, D) with
increasing federation size from left to right. Baseline (left), two
separate clouds and a federation of two clouds, two federations
of two clouds each, federation across all four clouds (right).
As the number of federated clouds increases, the aggregate
rejection ratio decreases while federated work increases.
to these clouds as “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D” respectively. To
obtain the 4 different traces necessary to drive all four clouds,
we use an new equal-length trace DS-Ax that was recorded
immediately following the end of the original DS-A trace. We
“time-shift” this new trace to simulate a workload executing
concurrently with DS-A.
Figure 5 shows the increasing benefit of adding opportunities for workload consolidation by joining clouds together in
a larger federation. We plot four different federation setups
as categories on the x-axis and again plot the aggregate
preemption ratio, rejection ratio and federated work ratio over
all four clouds on the y-axis. The leftmost setup represents
the baseline, with all four clouds executing their workloads
without federation, while the rightmost setup allows federation
across all four clouds. In all setups the clouds are of constant
size and replay their specific workload traces.
We observe an incremental improvement in the aggregate
amount work accepted by the clouds, as indicated by a
decreasing rejection ratio from left to right. Equivalently, as
the pool of workload and capacity increases by incrementally
joining clouds together by federation, the amount of federated
work increases. Admission control performs correctly in all
scenarios and maintains a preemption ratio well below the
0.05 threshold. The most relevant result is the improvement
from two federations of two clouds each to federation across
all four clouds. As the federation grows in total capacity and
user base – with constant size and workload – the smoothing
of demand leads to greater consolidation benefits.

Our system, EXFed uses a de-centralized federation architecture with job-level granularity. In contrast to existing
work, our approach allows each member cloud to remain in
control of its own resources at all times (i.e. receiving clouds
do not extend open-ended availability guarantees to federating
clouds), while still providing users with an SLA guarantee on
job completion probability. The SLA is available ahead-oftime and is based on a statistical model learned from historic
cloud behavior. In our evaluation we investigate that the SLA
on job preemption fraction is met consistently for a variety of
realistic and adverse workload scenarios, rather than attempt
to optimize a monetary “profit” function. We also evaluate our
system in a real-world deployment by replaying scaled-down
workloads recorded from production systems across multiple
data centers.
V.

C ONCLUSION

We present EXFed, an efficient cross-federation system for
IaaS clouds that “ships” jobs between clouds and provides
ahead-of-time certainty about resource availability despite retaining the individual cloud’s ability to preempt foreign workload after admission. Clouds participating in the federation
remain in control of their local resources at all times by exclusively using a predictable tier of preemptible instances to run
federated jobs. This predictable tier is enabled through a new
method that provides an SLA on the preemption probability
of groups of instances. The SLA considers data migration
and computation and derives from cloud utilization traces in
the recent past. The SLA guarantee is learned statistically,
is specific to each cloud participating in the federation, and
adapts to changes in utilization and transfer bandwidth.
We implement EXFed end-to-end on top of the Eucalyptus
IaaS framework. We deploy EXFed across multiple data centers and evaluate the robustness of our SLA guarantees under
realistic and adverse scenarios with a battery of production
traces recorded from industrial ”big data” clouds. We find
that EXFed consistently maintains the SLA on the preemption
probability of federated jobs and is robust to real-world conditions such as seasonal patterns in load and resource contention.
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